Abstract: This research presents the idea of a novel fully-Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based model for probabilistic pixel-wise segmentation, titled Encoder-decoder-based CNN for Road-Scene Understanding (ECRU). Lately, scene understanding has become an evolving research area, and semantic segmentation is the most recent method for visual recognition. Among vision-based smart systems, the driving assistance system turns out to be a much preferred research topic. The proposed model is an encoder-decoder that performs pixel-wise class predictions. The encoder network is composed of a VGG-19 layer model, while the decoder network uses 16 upsampling and deconvolution units. The encoder of the network has a very flexible architecture that can be altered and trained for any size and resolution of images. The decoder network upsamples and maps the low-resolution encoder's features. Consequently, there is a substantial reduction in the trainable parameters, as the network recycles the encoder's pooling indices for pixel-wise classification and segmentation. The proposed model is intended to offer a simplified CNN model with less overhead and higher performance. The network is trained and tested on the famous road scenes dataset CamVid and offers outstanding outcomes in comparison to similar early approaches like FCN and VGG16 in terms of performance vs. trainable parameters.
Introduction
In recent years, numerous technology systems have come out that can understand the surroundings (e.g., automatic driving). Therefore, scene understanding turns out to be a significant research area for analysing the geometry of scenes and object support associations. In this scenario, CNNs or ConvNets turned out to be a most powerful vision computing tool for image recognition and scene understanding [1] [2] [3] [4] . CNNs offer huge support intended for understanding the scenes that normally differ in pose and appearance. CNN technology leads to numerous outstanding and successful results, and now, it is extensively used in several vision problems like object detection [5] , image classification [6] , human pose estimation [7] , visual tracking [8] , semantic segmentation [9] and action recognition [10] . To understand a given scene to its pixel level, it is really important to make some critical decisions in an automated environment. In this scenario, some recent studies [11] became the crucial solutions for scene understanding. Most importantly, these methods have set the benchmark on numerous popular datasets [12, 13] . In terms of understanding a scene, semantic segmentation turned out to be one of the popular methods for assigning labels to individual pixels in given input images. Semantic segmentation involves a wide variety of applications, i.e., object support relationship analysis, scene understanding, autonomous driving, etc. A number of researchers proposed numerous ways for semantic pixel-wise labelling [14, 15] . Some approaches tried deep architectures for pixel-wise labelling [14] for category prediction. The outcomes are impressive [16] , as the max pooling method minimizes the resolution of feature maps. In this scenario, SegNet [17] model is a remarkable methodology that is based on utilizing low-resolution feature mapping. This kind of mapping offers features for perfect boundary localization. The Fully-Convolutional Network (FCN)-based [18] approach has been successfully employed for sparse features to classify the input's local regions. Deconvolution is also incorporated as a bilinear interpolation for labelling at the pixel-level. To get an output map for fine segmentation, the Conditional Random Field (CRF) is applied optionally [19] .
As pixel level segmentation is offering better results, researchers started to use these methods for real-time automated systems. Recently, driving assistant systems have become top research areas that provide numerous tools to improve the driving experience. By employing proposed CNN techniques in the Advance Driving Assistance System (ADAS), the driver performance could be enhanced in different road conditions. ECRUis an attempt to implement the powerful CNN for driving assistance in a more trustworthy and productive way. In the last few years, a number of researchers [20] [21] [22] have offered outstanding solutions that set the standard for the proposed model. The proposed architecture is a novel idea to implement a CNN for road scene understanding using the semantic segmentation architecture. It is deep FCNN for classification and semantic pixel-wise segmentation. The encoder is based on the VGG-19 network [23] with only the first 16 convolutional layers. The decoder is based on Badrinarayanan et al. [17] , who upsampled the lower resolution input feature map(s) produced by convolutional layers in the encoder section. A number of experiments have been performed for the analysis of the proposed architectures (listed in Section 6). It is assessed that proposed network architecture is efficient and offers better performance as compared to earlier benchmark results.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: the first part is the literature review and proposed technology overview. The next section presents the algorithm and network architecture with a table-and picture-based explanation. The next sections outline the experimentation, results and an examination of the proposed system.
Related Work
Since their emergence, CNNs have successfully been employed for numerous vision-based areas including classification and object detection [24, 25] (e.g., pose estimation [26] , 3D and stereo-depth [27] analysis, instance segmentation [28] etc.). The FCN model proposed by Long et al. [18] emerged as one of the most powerful tools for vision-based tasks. FCNs augment the strength of traditional CNN models by offering arbitrarily-sized inputs. The proposed idea was applied to the classic LeNet [29] to enhance its ability to recognize digit strings. Later, Matan et al. used the Viterbi decoding methodology to extract results from input strings that were limited to one-dimensional. The same idea was applied by Wolf et al. [30] to expand CNN results using two-dimensional maps. The same architecture was later employed to recognize postal address blocks by detecting their four corners. FCN application to such diverse areas for detection and recognition leads to further developments in CNNs. Semantic pixel-wise segmentation is one of the biggest examples of such wide-ranging applications of CNNs [31] [32] [33] [34] . In order to get more accurate results and improve the efficiency, additional aids (e.g., pairwise or higher order CRF [35] ) were added to classical CNNs and FCNs. These approaches offered better results; however, they added an additional load of processing and memory storage. As vision-based systems emerged, the need for more accurate systems with lower processing and storage also emerged. In this scenario, the aforementioned additional aid-based systems were not suitable. There is a need for more smart and efficient systems with lower system requirements. In the CNN paradigm, encoder-decoder-based neural networks emerged as a replacement of additional aids. The support vector machine [36] and Gaussian process regression [37] methods are also assessed in this literature review.
Huang et al. [38] initially proposed the idea of the encoder-decoder-based neural network. It was initially proposed for unsupervised feature learning. Since then, encoder-decoder-supported neural networks have turned out to be an emerging idea in order to replace additional aids. Recently, Badrinarayanan et al. proposed some impressive designs like SegNet [17] and Bayesian-SegNet [39] to demonstrate the power of these networks in semantic segmentation. There are also a number of other approaches that have emerged using encoder-decoder-supported NNs for pixel-wise segmentation of the whole input [40, 41] . The main characteristic of the proposed designs is a single end-to-end training pipeline, which offers easy training and enhanced performance. A similar approach was offered by [42] that was aimed at simplifying the traditional encoder-decoder pipeline. The key idea in all aforementioned network architectures is to employ the decoder CNN to map the low resolution features (extracted from pooling layers) to the final feature-maps of high resolution. The key aspect of encoder-decoder design is to provide efficiency and accuracy [17, 39, 42] .
Recently there have emerged CNNs offering extensive efficiency and performance that can also be employed for scene segmentation to recognize all the pixels in a given image. The key objective of scene segmentation is less about recognizing specific pixels than it is about recognizing the boundaries among the different types of objects in the image. Knowing where the road is compared to other objects in the scene offers a great deal of advantages to a vehicle's navigation and brings us one step closer to autonomous vehicle technology. Embedded CNNs currently offer the efficiency that is required to empower real-time analysis of the road scenes from multiple cameras mounted on a vehicle. CNNs can also help to determine what to react to and what to ignore. Eventually, CNNs will contribute a great deal to changing the future of the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). This technology can improve automotive safety as active safety measures to avoid any dangerous road situation. The proposed technology can actively provide assistance to the driver in many ways (e.g., blind spot detection, pedestrian detection, obstacle detection, etc.). An interesting CNN-based approach for ADAS proposed by Jung et al. [20] was a pedestrian collision warning system. However, it is just limited to pedestrian detection and warning. Another great attempt to understand the road scene was presented by Xie et al. [21] . It is a two-stage cascaded CNN architecture that is trained for traffic sign classification. Attribute-supervisory signals are one of the features of the proposed network that helps to improve network accuracy. In the initial stage, the network is trained using the class label as supervised signals, while in the next stage, the network is trained using superclasses individually. This separate training is performed using auxiliary attributes of traffic signs for additional refinement purposes. A variety of experiments outlined that the hierarchical cascade architecture is able to extract the deep information of related categories, enhance discrimination of the model and escalate traffic signs' classification accuracy. However, a network with wide-ranging road scene understanding is still missing. Some approaches [43, 44] used radars and sonar sensor systems for efficient road scene understanding. However, these solutions are expensive and still lacking wide-ranging application. Deng [45] proposed a new method for understanding the road surroundings from vehicle cameras. It is a 360-degree road scene semantic segmentation method that makes use of the surrounding view cameras, with the fisheye images' view. The proposed method works well for short distances. However, fisheye images are not able to segment images, especially on edges. New and more improved methods [3, [46] [47] [48] [49] are offering more enhanced segmentation, though our research's key objective is to reduce the size of a segmentation network without losing feature details. Recently, a very promising CNN architecture was released named DeepLabV3 [4] . It is the third version of the DeepLab network initially released in 2014. The proposed architecture offers a considerable application diversity. The network extension is also possible through duplicating the last ResNet [50] block module. It makes use of the unique type of pooling methodology known as Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) that offers improved features extraction. CRF is not used to reduce network size. However, in comparison to the proposed ECRU, the DeepLabV3 is too complicated and huge in size.
Another efficient CNN architecture released recently is PSPNet [2] . It is designed for pixel-level prediction tasks. It makes use of the pixel-level feature for efficient segmentation in a specially-designed global pyramid pooling architecture, where local and global clues are concatenated together to produce the outcomes. PSPNet is an extensively complex architecture that requires plenty of computational resources and GPU capabilities for training and testing tasks. A very recent study about pixel-wise segmentation presented a new idea of panoptic segmentation (PS) [1] . Panoptic segmentation combines the instance segmentation and semantic segmentation to perform a wide-ranging segmentation task. It offers a vibrant set of feature maps for the final scene segmentation. However, it builds a considerable amount of feature map load that leads to a large-sized network architecture. It shows comparatively good performance as compared to other VGG-based networks, though the crucial weak factor of this design is size. The VGG-based designs are already pretty big, and adding additional layers make the whole system too enormous.
Algorithm Overview
The ECUR network is an encoder-decoder network. As previously mentioned, the encoder has the initial 16 conv.layers of the VGG-19 network. This network is based on two decoupled CNNs. The first network is intended to perform a convolution process, while the second performs deconvolution. The network performs semantic pixel-wise segmentation. The proposed algorithm for the encoder (Algorithm 1) is initiated by an input image. Later, the image maps are processed through a set of conv-layers, Batch Normalization (BN) and Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation function units.
Algorithm 1 CNN encoder training: Training starts with
Additional parameters required in training are F spatial extent, K number of filters, P zero padding and S stride rate. The network outputs an image of
Require: Batch − Norm() operations are performed on given parameters; later, ELU() activations are carried out. The Conv.() function carries out the convolution operation by a constant rate of S = 1 (stride_rate), kernel_size = 3 and P = 1 (zero_padding). Next, the Pl() function performs the pooling, using the max pooling layer with hyper-parameters: P = 0 (zero_padding), kernel_size = 2 and S = 2 (stride_rate).
Ensure: weights updating W t+1 , Batch-Normparameters updating θ t+1 and learning_rate updating η t+1 .
1. Encoder CNN: 1.1. Generating feature-maps:
if k ≤ L then 8:
return Pl kmask 10:
end if
11: end for
Next is the decoder (Algorithm 2) model that is composed of upsampling, de-convolution, BN and ELU activation units. The decoder upsamples the encoder's convolution layer indices produced from pooling layers. Each decoder upsamples the activations generated by the corresponding encoder. This is called non-linear upsampling for input feature-maps. Batch Normalization (BN) [51] helps to accelerate the training and also appears to reduce the overall effect of the weight's scale. To achieve better results, we have used the shift-based batch normalization method. Algorithm 3 offers a detailed step-by-step procedure regarding the batch normalization procedure on a given set of inputs.
Algorithm 2 CNN decoder training: Input pooling mask size of
Require: The encoder network extracts a mini-batch of feature maps
weights W, weights initialization-coefficients γ, and encoder's learning_rate η are initialized using He et al.'s method [6] .
Ensure: weights updating W t+1 , Batch-Norm parameters updating θ t+1 and learning-rate updating η t+1 .
2. Decoder CNN: 2.1. De-Conv.and upsampling:
if k <= L AND k = 0 then Require: x is the value of a mini-batch: B = x 1...m ; γ, β are the learning parameters.
Ensure:
// scale and shift Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithms. Our proposed upsampling idea was inspired by [38] , which is intended for unsupervised feature learning. The fundamental aspects of the proposed encoder-decoder network are the decoding process, which has numerous practical advantages regarding enhancing boundary delineation and minimizing the total network size for enabling end-to-end training. The key benefit of such a design is an easy to modify encoder-decoder architecture that can be adapted and changed with very little modification. This encoder offers low-resolution feature mapping for pixel-wise classification. The feature maps produced through the convolution layer are sparse, those later convolved using the decoder filters to generate detailed feature maps. The proposed model and algorithms contain the following key features:
• A novel VGG-19 network-based encoder-decoder network for semantic segmentation.
• Simplified training of encoder and decoder networks simultaneously.
• An enhanced encoder-decoder model that improves the overall segmentation performance.
•
The encoder architecture feeds the feature map(s) to the decoder to upsample. The proposed core segmentation engine has reduced the amount of the encoder (∼30 M) and decoder (∼0.5 M) parameters. In this way, the overall network size is reduced.
• Implemented the latest enhanced activation function (PReLU, ELU) to increase network efficiency.
• Flexible CNN network to adapt to any size of input.
ECRU Architecture
The proposed CNN architecture is a pixel-wise semantic segmentation network with encoder-decoder network architecture. The decoder network results are fed to a final pixel-wise classification layer, which offers final pixel-wise image segmentation. The CNN architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . The VGG-19 [23] is used as a base architecture. To retain higher resolution feature maps for the upsampling process in the decoder network, the fully-connected layers are discarded. In this way, the resultant pixel-wise semantic segmentation CNN encoder is smaller in size as compared to other similar architectures [18, 52] . In the proposed network, every encoder has a convolution layer supported by a filter-bank. These convolution layers generate a set of feature maps. Convolution layers are followed by the batch normalization [51] layer. Later, the Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) [53] is employed to speed-up the network learning process. The ECRU network starts with a class-specific input image x i and activation map g l i . The input feeds data to the proceeding CONV and pool layers. Lastly, the decoder unit is fed with segmentation map M(g l i ; θ s ), afterwards implementing the softmax (where θ s is the segmentation network's parameter). M(g l i ; θ s ) has the back and foreground channels. These channels are represented
Later on, ELU units are applied for activations. There are many experiments performed with different activation functions, and ultimately, it is discovered that the ELU performs the best. It is employed to enhance the speed of the learning process. It is also helpful to minimize the chances of the vanishing gradient through the identity for positive values. ELU converges to the highest point till the completion of the training and testing procedure. The ELU function can be shown as 0 < α:
The hyper-parameter α deals with the saturation of negative ConvNet inputs. The max-pooling units are applied with a 2 × 2 window and a stride rate of two. These max-pooling indices are produced in the encoding sequence and later on upsampled in the decoder using upsampling layers. This method offers a great deal of benefit for retaining class boundary details in the segmented images, as well as minimizes the total amount of model parameters. This end-to-end network training is performed by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). The Batch Normalization (BN) unit is applied to every convolutional unit. BN statistics are calculated from the training dataset and utilized at test time and dropout sampling.
The dropout technique inspired by Srivastava et al. [54] is used in the proposed encoder/decoder architecture. The dropout is used as an approximate inference in our CNN and to perform probabilistic inference over the segmentation model. The dropout layer probabilities (pi) could be optimized. In the proposed architecture, it is fixed to the standard probability of dropping a connection as 50%, i.e., pi = 0.5.
The decoder model is inspired by the Bayesian-SegNet of Kendall et al. [39] and the unsupervised feature learning model by [38] . The first encoder feeds the corresponding (closest) decoder with a three-channel (RGB) image. This is different from the other encoder/decoder models, which produce the same number for the size and channel feature maps according to the inputs of the feeding encoder. Finally, dense filter maps are sent for pixel-wise segmentation. This process is carried out with the softmax classifier. Finally, the network offers K (No. of classes) channels of probability for a given dataset.
Training and Experiments

Training
We have used Caffe (Berkeley Vision Library) [55] for the proposed network training and testing tasks. For network initialisation, we have used the proposed method of network initialization of He et al. [6] . The base learning rate for network training is set at 0.1, and weight-decay is set to 0.0005. We have trained the network for 500 epochs. These parameters are set after initial experiments to check that the CNN is converging during training. The buffer overflow is a critical issue in network training. Therefore, we set the batch size to 12 images to avoid such issues. Images were shuffled to ensure the diversity in each batch. The cross-entropy loss [56] was used to sum up the entire losses of the mini-batch pixels.
Experiments
Implementation Details: BMSS (Base Model)
It is difficult to train a big-sized network, especially for experimental purposes. To avoid such a time-consuming situation, we initially performed experiments on a reduced version of the proposed model named Base Model for Semantic Segmentation (BMSS). Figure 3 shows the proposed base model for experiments. It offers a detailed depiction of the layers' configuration. The colour code is used to isolate and depict the layers' architecture separately. The figure shows two models, encoder and decoder. It also shows the transaction of pooling indices from the encoder module to the decoder module. It is smaller in size and convenient to alter for different experiments. It is inspired by the SegNet-Basic architecture, which is founded on 4 encoder-decoder units. The BMSS architecture is also based on a similar architecture as conv, batch normalization, pooling and activation layers. It is used to test different activation functions, pooling method and regularizing methodologies. Table 1 shows the proposed BMSS's experimental architecture. It shows the configuration of the layers and the encoder-decoder architecture. It offers the filter size, pooling and BN layers' configuration. The whole network is divided into four main blocks where the first and last blocks are input and output blocks, respectively. The middle blocks are composed of the encoder and decoder four-layered architecture that is small enough to alter and train for different experiments.
In many basic level tests, we have assessed different aspects of our proposed network. Initially, we have performed tests to find out the most suitable activation function. Experiments were performed to test the TanH [57] , ReLU, PReLU [6] , ELU [53] and Maxout [58] . The final performance assessment was performed for the aforementioned activation functions in the final implementation stage.
Later, we tested to seek the best performance among all pooling methods. Experiments were performed to test average, stochastic [59] and max pooling methodologies. The network was trained with each of these pooling units and ultimately checked for better performance. Next, some experiments were carried out to test the network without BN layers. The main hypothesis was to build a CNN with lower inference time and training parameters. After analysing the results from the base models (BMSS), we have trained the complete version of the proposed network. It uses VGG-19 as a base design along with a deconvolution-based decoder. The encoder's pooling indices are fed to the corresponding upsampling layers. It is designed using the most efficient units (tested earlier) (e.g., ELU, max-pooling and BN units). The final tests were performed over the final version of CNN. Figure 2 illustrates the comprehensive model of the ECRU. The proposed design has been assessed for semantic segmentation of road-scenes (for 11 different classes). The principal focus was an enhanced and efficient network with better performance and high accuracy while designing and training the proposed CNN. This system is a significant step towards the driving assistant system toolkit implementation at common levels. The proposed architecture ECUR is demonstrated in Table 2 . The table shows a complete encoder-decoder configuration of the network, where both consist of 5 modules each. The encoder Modules 1 and 2 are small modules based on two convolution layers, while Modules 3-5 are bigger modules based on four convolution layers each. Similarly, the decoder mirrors the encoder layer architecture; however, it is composed of deconvolution layers to upscale the pooling feature maps. Encoder transfer pooling indices to decoder-CNN
Dataset
A well-known dataset, CamVid, is used for the training and testing. There are "11" different classes (such as building, person, vehicle, person, road, trees, etc.) for classification and segmentation. The dimension of the images is 360 × 480 pixels for training the proposed architecture. The dataset is divided into a training and a validation dataset with a rule-of-thumb ratio of 80/20. These datasets are divided into these categories for better cross-validation. Local contrast normalization [60] is carried out for every RGB input.
Hardware Implementation
The Caffe deep learning library was used for implementing the overall CNN architecture. NVIDIA Tesla K40c Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) by NVIDIA Corporation Ltd., Santa Clara, CA, USA, with 12 G memory was used for CNN training and testing. The training takes nearly 12 h (40,000 iterations) for the segmentation network. The network training is carried out until loss of convergence and there is no significant growth or reduction in accuracy and loss, respectively.
Results and Analysis
The network performance was analysed with Class Average Accuracy (CAA) and Global Accuracy (GA) units, which are the well-known performance measures for segmentation and classification. The GA represents the total percentage of the dataset's pixels classified, and the CAA is the predictive accuracy of classes. To analyse different aspects and models suitable for developing a more enhanced network, we have experimented with different network architectures. The aforementioned BMSS reduced model was used for the experimentations. The base architecture was transformed and experimented with different kinds of layers, activation functions and pooling architectures. The proposed BMSS network was trained for a maximum of 10,000 iterations to train and test for the critical decrease in loss and augmentation in accuracy. However, the 16-layer version was trained for 40,000 transactions to ensure efficient network convergence. Figure 4A illustrates the outcomes of the initial test carried-out on BMSS. The proposed network was tested for different activation functions, ReLU, PReLU [6] and ELU [53] ), to select the most appropriate one. The results graph shows that the ELU (blue line) was converging very fast and attaining the constant high accuracy rate very early during training. This learning rate kept constant throughout training and analysis. It outperformed the ReLU and PReLU activations. Figure 4C is also a continuation of the BMSS tests where it shows "loss vs. accuracy" analysis of the different activation functions and dropout units. It is assessed that ELU [53] offered more enhanced performance. The blue bars in the graph show the ultimate performance of ELU units. ELUs lowered the probabilities of the vanishing gradient in comparison to ReLUs and leaky-ReLUs. Different from ReLUs, ELUs offered −ve values that could be pushed by the activations very close to a zero value. Pushing mean activations closer to zero offers a faster learning rate. Figure 4B shows the accuracy versus loss analysis. After analysis of the best performing units, we trained the final version of the proposed network and conducted ultimate training. The "x-and y-axis" illustrate the total number of iterations and the percentage of accuracy and loss, respectively. It is assessed that CNN attained an efficient learning level, while the "green" curve converges efficiently and ultimately reaches a constant rate. A similar behaviour can be seen at the "red" loss curve. Loss gradually decreased, and accuracy was improved. This is the ultimate performance of the ECRU. Figure 4D demonstrates the benchmark results analysis of the proposed network and SegNet (both trained on the CamVid dataset). The ECRU final vision was designed for best performing max-pooling, ELU and the BN layer. Ultimately, ECRU performed better than early benchmark approaches. Figure 4D demonstrates the accuracy versus loss comparison. The "x-and y-axis" signify the total number of iterations and the percentage of accuracy and loss respectively. Here, "B" denotes ECRU and "A" is the SegNet (as the benchmark). It could be seen that the proposed CNN offers a better learning rate and lower loss. These experiments have shown that the ECRU performed fine with less loss and a higher accuracy rate in contrast to earlier counterparts. Table 3 illustrates the quantitative accuracy outcomes on CamVid that consists of 11 road scene classes. It outlines the individual class and accumulative accuracy of CamVid dataset classes. Experiment results presented above have shown that the proposed network has greater improvement in each category of segmentation in different road scenes. There was a considerable improvement in the number of categories. ECRU CNN design outperformed all the earlier benchmark designs, including those using additional aids like depth, video and/or CRFs. As ECRU estimations were precise in almost every category, it delineated a great deal of improvement in CAA rate when the network was trained using bigger dataset, and this set a new benchmark for the majority of the individual classes. Particularly, there was a substantial accuracy improvement for the smaller/thinner classes. Table 3 presents results of the high-quality segmentation of the ECRU network. The proposed network had outperformed in eight classes (out of 11 categories) of the CamVid. There was a great deal of higher segmentation partition and consistent patterns among network output figures. ECRU offered the highest accuracy (98.3%) on pedestrian detection. We also got a very higher accuracy percentage on building (95.1%) segmentation. There were also higher accuracy percentages observed for vehicles, symbols, fence poles and bicyclist. These were all the most significant road objects that need to be segmented while designing any ADAS. The other objects' accuracy can be improved by developing and adding more encoder units in the network; however, this can lead to a more massive and computationally-extensive network architecture. Figure 5 outlines the input and output results of the proposed network. This figure shows the class-based semantic segmentation of a given input image. The output image had a sharp boundary line that demonstrates the high efficiency of the proposed CNN. The resultant CNN offered the same quality results compared to the established benchmark result. A clear boundary delineation was also evidence for ECRU's high-quality segmentation. The figure shows the description of each identified object through a colour code given at the bottom of the image. The test images were efficiently segmented into different coloured objects. There was a clear boundary delineation among objects, which depicts that the model was not predicting any wrong labels. It also shows that the model uncertainty for object detection was pretty high. This high level of certainty offered reduced ambiguity in labels' description. There were some objects that could be occluded or that were not identified due to their distance from the camera. Another reason for object detection uncertainty could be the lighting conditions. One of the key reason we have used CamVid is that it includes diverse road scenes with different lighting conditions. Therefore, the proposed ECRU offers higher certainty levels in any lighting conditions. The proposed ECRU system is a technically efficient solution intended for driving assistance and will give a much better performance. The inference time is the time taken to recognize an object from a trained model. The inference time matters very much when we want real-time object detection. In this scenario, one of the fundamental objectives of the proposed research was to lessen the inference-time to strengthen the real-time detection. In this scenario, early approaches required additional aids (e.g., CRF, region proposals) to facilitate training. These CRFs add more computational complexities to the proposed network; which leads to additional time and resources. Our proposed network does not use any additional CRF, which leads to a small size. Encoder and decoder network architectures offer better performance and better results. The ECUR core segmentation engine has reduced the number of trainable parameters in the encoder network (∼134 M to ∼30 M), whereas a very small amount on the decoder network (∼0.5 M). In this way, the overall size of the network is reduced regarding trainable parameters. The inference time is the time taken to recognize an object from a trained model. The inference time matters very much when we want real-time object detection. However, the proposed CNN makes use of a lightweight segmentation engine (encoder-decoder network) without other aids (also discarding the fully-connected layers), which leads to improved inference time. Table 4 shows the CamVid segmentation results and their analysis with earlier similar approaches with established benchmark results for size and inference time analysis. The network offers very efficient performance with fewer parameters and inference time. This table outlines a quantitative analysis of the proposed network regarding its small size and reduced inference time. As compared to early benchmark results, the system has a minimal size, which shows its prospective use for small devices. The second and most important aspects that the proposed network shows is the small inference time (55 ms), which is one of the key requirement for real-time NN processing. Computer vision and machine learning are very vibrant fields of research. We are seeing new and more powerful network models emerging each year. New networks are adding more and more layers to enhance the network accuracy and performance. However, this also adds up to network size and computational workload. The key idea of the proposed ECRU is to cut down the network size and offer lower inference time. In terms of reducing the number of layers, we saw some performance downfalls, in a number of object segmentation classes. However, this performance can be improved. The proposed ECUR is a very dynamic architecture, which can depend on adding additional convolution blocks. The current network is using a five-block configuration; we believe that adding additional blocks can further improve network performance. Wang et al. [67] used a similar approach named "s-FCN-locwhich", which made use of two streams to process the original RGB images and contour maps. It offered higher performance, however exerting more load on an embedded unit of processing, which led to lower resource performance. As we stated at the start of this article, the fundamental objective of the proposed model was to offer a small and compact end-to-end network that provides better performance and fast processing. Additional layers can slow down and increase the size of the system. This problem can be settled with [1] [2] [3] [4] network design features.
Conclusions
The research paper presented the idea of ECRU, a deep CNN model for semantic segmentation. The key idea to designing ECRU is to build a productive CNN for road-scene understanding. Another key objective is to offer a better CNN model, which is improved both in terms of trainable parameters and storage requirements. We have analysed ECRU and assessed its performance with other important benchmark variants in terms of design and efficiency. It is assessed that ECRU offers a great deal of enhanced performance over early benchmark results. It makes use of the special method of re-using pooling indices, which leads to fewer computation parameters and helps to reduce inference time. The proposed network model is well suited for scene understanding applications. It could be employed for driving assistance to offer enhanced vehicle safety and more generally road safety. This network is conceptually suitable to train heterogeneous data with pixel-wise segmentation annotations and/or image-level class labels. Recently, ultrasonic and some other kinds of radar technologies have been employed in smart vehicles. ADAS also needs similar radar technologies, which can be applicable in different kinds of weather and road conditions. The application of vision-based CNN ECRU along with an automobile radar system could be helpful, particularly in different road and weather conditions (e.g., ultrasonic signals cannot detect objects in blind-spots). The design of ECRU offers a deep learning-based automatic road scene understanding model that can operate in any lighting or weather conditions. It also provides a minimal and compact design that can operate in a real-time environment (as shown from the "higher inference rate" in the results above). Overall, the proposed solution is a cost-effective and better performing system for futuristic auto driving systems.
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